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The Green Book (IRA) - Wikipedia
The Green Book is a training and induction manual issued by the Irish Republican Army to new volunteers. It was used by the post-Irish Civil War Irish Republican Army (IRA) and Cumann na mBan, (“League of Women”), along with later incarnations such as the Provisional IRA (PIRA). It includes a statement of military objectives, tactics and conditions for military victory against the British

Schneider CA - Wikipedia
The only surviving exemplar of the Schneider CA, at the Musée des Blindés in Saumur, is also the world’s oldest tank in full running condition. It was donated at the end of the war by the French government to the United States of America. It was preserved in the Aberdeen Proving Ground Ordnance Museum in Maryland, USA and was again donated to France for restoration.

Timeline | A Wheel of Time Wiki | Fandom
This timeline attempts to lay out the history of the Wheel and the world based on dates and information given in the novels and supporting material. Dates are given in the three calendar systems given in the books, namely the Toman, Gazaran and Farede calendars. For events in the Age of Legends, dates are given prior to the Breaking, since no information has been retained about dating

News | The Scotsman
Scottish perspectives on news, sport, business, lifestyle, food and drink, music and more, from Scotland’s national newspaper, The Scotsman.

News: Breaking stories & updates - The Telegraph
Latest breaking news, including politics, crime and celebrity. Find stories, updates and expert opinion.

Blogs | ZINet
ZINet's technology experts deliver the best tech news and analysis on the latest issues and events in IT for business technology professionals, IT managers and tech-savvy business people.

Therese Zumi Summer Website Blog 2020
Sunday July 5th 2020 - Therese Zumi here: it’s exactly 1312 on Sunday the 5th July as I begin this message to readers. Outside my window the apple and pear trees are beginning to show their blossoms. There is a gentle breeze blowing, and I can smell the sweet fragrance of the first blooms of spring. I am looking forward to having my garden blooming with colour again in a few weeks.

Books - Cornell University Press
Indonesia is a semi-annual journal devoted to the timely study of Indonesia’s culture, history, government, economy, and society. It features original scholarly articles, interviews, translations, and book reviews.

Wake Up New Zealand | What Does The Globalist Agenda / Now
26/8/2021 · CDC Pulls its Own Fraudulent Covid PCR Testing Protocol, Implying it Cannot Differentiate Between Covid and Influenza. What adds to the mystery in all of this is that the CDC just issued a “laboratory alert,” announcing their intention to withdraw the faulty PCR testing protocol by the end of this year. As part of their announcement, they implied that the current PCR test - the same

Entertainment News [Latest Celebrity News, Videos & Photos]
Get up to the minute entertainment news, celebrity interviews, celeb videos, photos, movies, TV, music news and pop culture on ABCNews.com.

Intelligence Database - Command & Conquer Wiki - covering
The database file contains selected quotes from a variety of primary sources, from manuals, books and reports. These files were made available to Commanders on a need-to-know basis.

Brotherhood of Nod - Command & Conquer Wiki - covering
The Brotherhood of Nod, often shortened to Nod or the Brotherhood, was an organization with the characteristics of a religious movement, a multinational corporation, and a nation-state. It was classified as a terrorist group by the Global Defense Initiative. The central tenets of Nod's beliefs included the worship of Tiburon, which they saw as the catalyst for the next stage of human development.

Twitpic
Dear Twitpic Community - thank you for all your wonderful photos you have taken over the years. We have now placed Twitpic in an archived state.

A Glossary of Witch Words – SLAP HAPPY LARRY
This is the list of the events of the Survey Corps Uprising, there are only two surviving members of the Ackerman family: Levi and Mikasa Ackerman.

The American Occupation of the Philippines: 1898–1912
The Green Book is a training and induction manual issued by the Irish Republican Army to new volunteers. It was used by the post-Irish Civil War Irish Republican Army (IRA) and Cumann na mBan, (“League of Women”), along with later incarnations such as the Provisional IRA (PIRA). It includes a statement of military objectives, tactics and conditions for military victory against the British

We would like to show you a description here but the site won’t allow us.

The American Occupation of the Philippines: 1898–1912
That slogan of July 224, above quoted, in which the commanding general of our forces in the Philippines advises the Washington government, “The people expect independence,” is the hardest thing in the published archives of our government covering that momentous period for those who love the memory of Mr. McKinley to get around.27 After the war with the Filipinos breaks out Mr. McKinley

Kat-El (Earth-One) | DC Database | Fandom
Superman is Earth's premier superheroes and the庶弱est protector of Metropolis. Born Kal-El on the distant planet Krypton, he was sent to Earth as a child to survive Krypton's destruction. Raised with high moral ideals, he uses his extraordinary superpowers to fight evil and protect the innocent. In his civilian identity he is Clark Kent, a mild-mannered reporter working for the Daily Planet.

WWII Italian Armor - Tank Encyclopedia
In the following months, however, the Italian government in great secrecy agreed an arrangement with the Allies to sign a surrender. The Armistic of Cassibile, signed by Italy and the United States on September 3, 1943, in great secret and made public only on September 8, 1943, provided that Italy surrendered unconditionally to the Allies.

UN News | Global perspective, human stories
UN News produces daily news content in Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Kiswahili, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish, and weekly programmes in Hindi, Urdu and Bangla. Our multimedia service, through this new integrated single platform, updates throughout the day, in text, audio and video - also making use of quality images and other media from across the UN system.

2005 IDW timeline - Transformers Wiki - TFwiki.net
10/01/2021 - Beginning as a simple reimagining of the traditional Generation 1 continuity family under the pen of Simon Furman, the 2005–2018 IDW comic continuity evolved over the course of thirteen years into the single longest-running continuity in the history of the Transformers brand, spanning numerous ongoing series, miniseries, and one-shots. Almost every work from 2005 to 2018 ties into the overarching

Kingpin (Character) - Comic Vine
The Kingpin is a supervillain originating from Marvel Comics. The self-proclaimed kingpin of crime, Wilson Fisk is one of the most prominent figures of organized crime in the United States. He

The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement and the gold discovery in the Ballarat district. The compiler has seen the growth of the town from a mere collection of canvas tents among the trees and on the

The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement and the gold discovery in the Ballarat district. The compiler has seen the growth of the town from a mere collection of canvas tents among the trees and on the

If you have a listening device you can listen to this talk for free. Look for "Assistance for people who are deaf or hard of hearing".
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boris johnson must take emergency action now to avoid another ruined christmas, sir keir starmer warns

Keir Starmer has told Boris Johnson to “get a grip” and recall Parliament over shortages, or risk another “ruined” Christmas.

long arm of cancel culture comes for knitting

Quillette senior editor Jon Kay joins the podcast to explain how knitting, of all things, found itself in the crosshairs of cancel culture.

the race is on to develop space food for mars — and it could change how we eat on earth

Birthday cakes took a different

Space food innovators need to think about questions we take for granted on Earth: How long is a day? What air pressure is it? Will there be soil? Are there insects?

During the 76th UNGA, both Papua New Guinea’s Prime Minister, James Marape, and Vanuatu’s Prime Minister, Bob Loughman, expressed concern about human

defects (www.thoughtco.com).” Approximately 1.5 million innocent people have died from napalm and Agent Orange put together - about the same number as those

who died in the Holodomor of the 1930s in Ukraine.

judy sanders: why do so many women get breast cancer?

Towards the end of the summer of 1969 - a few weeks after the moon landings, a few days after Woodstock, and a month before the first broadcast of Monty Python’s

Flying Circus – a large grey metal box

forty years of the internet: how the world changed forever!

Schools across the state have been facing food shortages, education officials say. Disruptions in the workforce needed to serve and deliver meals – along with supplies

of food and packaging materials

school food shortages, silk sheds give, city status retained: news from around our 50 states

During the 76th UNGA, both Papua New Guinea’s Prime Minister, James Marape, and Vanuatu’s Prime Minister, Bob Loughman, expressed concern about human

rights issues in West Papua. While Marape decried

yamin kopyra: west papua’s fate hangs in ‘30 seconds’ and only god knows the outcome

Space food innovators need to think about questions we take for granted on Earth: How long is a day? What air pressure is it? Will there be soil? Are there insects?

Birthday cakes took a different

the race is on to develop space food for mars — and it could change how we eat on earth

Quillette senior editor Jon Kay joins the podcast to explain how knitting, of all things, found itself in the crosshairs of cancel culture.

long arm of cancel culture comes for knitting

Kier Starmer has told Boris Johnson to “get a grip” and recall Parliament over shortages, or risk another “ruined” Christmas.

bora johnson must take emergency action now to avoid another ruined christmas, sir keir starmer warns

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service proposed today to remove eight birds and a plant in Hawai‘i from the endangered species list because of extinction. They join the list

of 655 U.S. species that have

9 species from hawai‘i lost to extinction

Every energy supplier has been told to provide detailed information on its finances to the industry watchdog amid fears of a wave of winter bankruptcies as another

three companies went bust in the

energy suppliers under scrutiny as three more collapse

The Empire Strike The Anglo-Gorkha war began in October 1814 when the British troops proceeded to take over Nalagarh, the present-day gateway to Himachal

Pradesh. Within the next two months, the

the start of the anglo-gorkha war

in the hinterlands that were the main battlegrounds of America’s longest war, many Afghans view America through the prism of conflict and death.

‘everyone here hated the americans’: rural afghans live with the taliban and a painful u.s. legacy

Protestors assembled climate demonstrations on Indigenous Peoples’ Day - follow all the latest news. 00:39 Some photos from Indigenous Peoples’ Day

celebrations across the US

indigenous activists march in washington to demand action on climate crisis - live

Hannity’ host argues the Democrats have no control over their party as the left implement ‘mob rule’ against moderate democrats. This is a rush transcript from

‘Hannity,’ October 2, 2021. This copy

‘hannity’ on democrats losing control of their party

After decades of searches around the state and southeastern U.S., the Holy Grail of North American birds was among 23 species declared extinct last week.

florida’s ivory-billed woodpecker is officially extinct — but a few still hope

Town streets of Kenya are telling conduits for goods, people and vehicles. They narrate our culture to anyone who is keen or attentive. Our streets are the arenas for

the performance of cultural

streets as locations of culture and the future

I actually sat and watched all 25 previous James Bond movies (yes, counting Sean Connery’s Never Say Never Again) during the first month of “lockdown” in April of

2020. So when I give my usual “this

all 26 james bond movies, including ‘no time to die,’ ranked from worst to best

But that’s exactly what the Missouri Legislature did when crafting compromises to get the state’s new gas tax legislation approved. It’s not often government

implements a tax, then gives you a

editorial roundup: missouri

A number of garages in my local area are imposing a maximum spend of £30. This encourages motorists to top up ‘just in case.’

letter: impose a minimum spend of £30 at petrol stations


sault police officer injured in sept. 19 shooting recovering in hospital

Sudbury - The police officer injured in a Sept. 19 shooting in Sault Ste. Marie has been identified as Ryan Vendramin, 26. Vendramin is in hospital, but sources said he

is expecte

sault police officer injured in sept. 19 shooting recovering in hospital
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